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Advanced 2 - Quiz 3 
 

Complete the sentences with suitable ADJECTIVES and INFINITIVES.  

 

Ex.  It’s unusual for it to snow in July.  

 

1.  That box is too ___________ for my grandmother to__________________. 

2.  This grammar is _______________ to _______________. 

3.  My sister is too _________________ to __________________. 

4.  It’s too ________________ for your dog to _________________. 

5.  It was _______________ for me to _________________. 

 

Choose the best GERUND or INFINITIVE  form to complete each sentence.  In one question, 

more than one answer may be possible. 

 

1. Why did you tell me you were twenty-one, when you’re not?  I don’t like _______________. 

  a.  lying              b. to lie                          c. being lied to                   d. having lied 

2. I was enjoying the basketball game, but I stopped________________ to read a book. 

      a. watching it      b.  to watch it                 c.  to watch for                 d. watching for it  

3. After________________ the window, the room got a lot colder. 

 a.  to open          b. open                            c. opened                         d. having opened 

4. I expect Tom_______________ dinner tonight.  After all, its our first date. 

 a.  buying           b.  to buy                         c.  having bought             d.  to have bought 

5. I should have eaten at a Greek restaurant instead_________________ at a pub. 

 a.  from eating    b.  to eat                          c.  eat                              d.  of eating 

6. I wanted________________ them find a good dance club, but I’m not from around here. 

 a.  helping           b.  having help                 c.  to help                        d.  help 

7. I finished________________ to my girlfriend at 11:00 p.m., and then I went out for pizza. 

 a. to talk             b.  being talked                c.  talking                         d.  to be talked 

8. They stopped_______________ alcohol after they realized everyone was under eighteen. 

  a.  serving           b.  having served            c.  to serve                        d.  serve 
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9. I don’t recall________________ that woman before, but she seems to think she knows me. 

 a.  to meet                 b.  to have met                 c.  having met                    d.  having been met 

10. Peter called an electrician____________________ the stereo. 

a.  for to repair           b.  to repair                     c.  to be repaired                  d.  for repairing 

11. Sophia was upset by__________________ a lie. 

a.  we told                 b.  us telling                     c.  our telling                       d.  us tell 

12. On my way home I stopped __________________ a coffee with some friends. 

  a. to have                  b. having                         c. to having                         d. have 

13. The border guard opened the bag_________________ what was inside. 

 a.  for seeing              b.  for see                       c.  to seeing                         d.  to see 

14. Brian wasn’t feeling very well, he didn’t want________________ to work. 

  a.  going                    b.  to going                   c.  to go                                d.  go 

15. Yoko is excited__________________ to Japan. 

 a.  returning               b. about returning         c.  to returning                     d.  for return 

16. Have you finished________________ dinner yet? 

a.  making                  b.  to make                    c.  to making                        d.  make 

17. It’s a nice day, would you like to go___________________ ? 

a.  swimming              b.  to swim                    c.  to swimming                   d.  for swimming 

18.  Do you mind _______________________ while we talk?  

 a.   me eating lunch      b.  my eating lunch          c.   me to eat lunch       d.   my to eat lunch 

19.   I don’t remember ___________________ me that report last week.  

  a.   she giving              b.   she had given           c.  her giving                 d.  her given 

20.  I am afraid of ________________ in deep water.  

 a.   swimming            b.  to swim                        c.   swim                      d.  for swimming 

 

 

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate HOMONYM from the words provided.  

 

1.  hair, hare 

     Karen has long, blonde __________________. 

     The _____________ is basically a large rabbit.  
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2.  pear, pair 

     I ate a ripe, juicy ______________ for lunch. 

     George bought a new ______________ of shoes at the mall.  

3.  break, brake 

     If you’re not careful, you will ____________ the window with that baseball. 

     There is a red light up ahead. You should start to ______________ now.  

4.   root, route 

      I think we should take a different ______________ today. The traffic is very bad.  

      The ____________ of the big tree in the garden is growing through the basement wall. 

5.  Choose 2 other pairs of homonyms and write sentences to show their meanings.  

      

______________________________________________________________________________ 

      

______________________________________________________________________________ 

     

______________________________________________________________________________ 

      

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Substitute an idiomatic expression for the words in italics. Make any necessary grammatical 

changes. 

 

1.  Unfortunately we had to lay off some workers, because the funds for their salaries  

     were depleted.  

2.  Don’t avoid discussing this directly Ted.  Just tell me what you think.  

3.  It would be wonderful if we could terminate poverty in a definite manner.  

4.  Stop wasting time Tom!  We have to finish this work today.  

5.  Our new apartment faces the park, so we have a great view.  

6.  Bobby retaliated against Jim for lying to him.  

 

 

 


